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“Restoring Pride . . . One Flag at a Time” Effective Date:  6 January 2019  

  

PURPOSE:  This letter describes the purpose, procedures, and documents needed to implement 

this Fourth Degree Initiative in the District of Maine.  

  

BACKGROUND:  As you travel around the State of Maine, or in your local communities, how 

many times have you observed an American Flag that has longago past its prime, as far as 

serviceability? It may be faded, torn, or have broken fasteners. Have you asked yourself, “What 

can I do to replace this flag?”  

  

 The legal basis for replacing an unserviceable flag is found at Title 4 U.S.C. § 8 (k), within the Flag 

Code. It states: “The flag, when it is in such condition that it is no longer a fitting emblem for 

display, should be destroyed in a dignified way, preferably by burning.”   

  

 A home or business owner may display the flag for many reasons:  

patriotism, sentimentality, honoring a deceased relative, national pride, etc. While they may 

proudly display the flag, many are unaware that there are restrictions as to its display. It is an 

unwritten rule that we, as members of the “Patriotic Degree,” assume upon our exemplification, to 

“educate those who are violating these rules.” HOW we educate them requires discretion, tact, 

and courtesy. It also requires the resources to implement the replacement.  

  

RESOURCES:  Each Assembly should acquire a supply of flags to replace those which, in 

the members’ travels, are identified as unserviceable. These flags may be purchased by or donated 

to the Assembly.   

  

  

1. Purchased: Flags which are purchased should be of the highest quality, all-weather, 

fade- and sunlight-resistant material. They should be of the same size as that being 

replaced. There are many  vendors available, many of whom can be easily found on 

the internet; or through reputation by previous purchases.  

2. Donated: Flags may be donated to the Assembly by Brother Sir Knights, families, 

friends, or businesses. The criteria should be the same as for those flags which are 

purchased by the Assembly  
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3. Combination: This category combines the two prior categories. A member acquires 

a flag on his own, then donates the flag(s) to the Assembly. One of the sources for 

such an acquisition (whose flags meet all the mentioned criteria) is from your U. S. 

Senator, U. S. Representative, or your local State Senator or Representative. The 

flags acquired from these lawmakers come with a certificate attesting to their having 

been flown over the U. S. or State Capitol. An option may involve the Assembly 

using their own funds, or through fund-raisers, to obtain the flags from these same 

sources. See Attachment 1 (Maine's U. S. Senators and Representatives, Flag Order 

Forms)  

PROCEDURES:  After observing a flag which appears to be unserviceable, the member 

approaches the owner, and through conversation, offers to replace the flag for free. If it is agreed 

upon, the member then also offers to dispose of the “worn” flag in an appropriate, dignified, 

respectful manner. The Assembly then supplies an appropriate-sized flag, and arranges to 

exchange the old for the new, with appropriate dignity and ceremony. This allows for a “teaching 

moment“ by educating the owner in proper flag etiquette, display, and care for the flag.   

DOCUMENTATION:  When a flag is replaced, submit a report to the District Master, 

containing the following:  

  

1. Assembly information (Name, number, location)  

2. Date and location of Retirement/Replacement Ceremony   

3. Number of Sir Knights involved  

4. Name, address of homeowner/business – ONLY with their written permission  

5. Comments from those involved: owner, FN, CCC, member(s), media, etc.  

6. Photographs (if available)  

7. Miscellaneous details  

Upon receipt of the above documentation, the District Master will send a certificate (Attachment 2) 

to the Assembly, attesting to the replacement of the worn-out flag. This Certificate, along with the 

Certificate of the Architect of the Capitol (if the flag was flown over the United States Capitol) may 

then be presented to the flag’s owner, along with photos of the Retirement/Replacement 

Ceremony, if any were taken.  
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REFERENCE:   https://www.senate.gov/reference/resources/pdf/RL30243.pdf  

(Note: The text of this Reference, specifically Title 36 United States Code § 301 National Anthem 

(b) (1) (B), was amended to allow United States Veterans, in civilian attire, to render the hand 

salute, whether under cover or not.)   

http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title4/chapter1&edition=prelim  

 

(§9. Conduct during hoisting, lowering or passing of flag  

During the ceremony of hoisting or lowering the flag or when the flag is passing in a parade or in 

review, all persons present in uniform should render the military salute. Members of the Armed 

Forces and veterans who are present but not in uniform may render the military salute. All other 

persons present should face the flag and stand at attention with their right hand over the heart, or if 

applicable, remove their headdress with their right hand and hold it at the left shoulder, the hand 

being over the heart. Citizens of other countries present should stand at attention. All such conduct 

toward the flag in a moving column should be rendered at the moment the flag passes.  

(Added Pub. L. 105–225, §2(a), Aug. 12, 1998, 112 Stat. 1498; Pub. L. 110–181, div. A, title V, 

§594, Jan. 28, 2008, 122 Stat. 138.))  

 

There are several procedures available to every Council/Assembly:  

 

 Most American Legion Posts conduct a “Flag Burning Ceremony” proximal to Flag Day, 

June 14th; 

 Many Cub Scout Packs/Boy Scout Troops do the same; this is often an Eagle Scout 

project; 

 The Council/Assembly might want to conduct this Ceremony on their own.  

 

Title 4 U.S.C. – The Flag Code, does not specific any particular format, only that it be conducted 

in “a dignified and respectful manner.”  

 

One other manner of disposal is to take the Union of an embroidered flag, cut the stars from the 

field. Dispose of the Field of the Flag as above. Print a note to be attached to the star, and place it 

in a small ‘Zip-Loc’ bag. These may even include the Council or Assembly which provides the 

“Wallet Stars” These items can then be handed out at Exemplifications, Parades, Memorial Day 

Masses, Veterans Homes/Hospitals, etc 
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